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SUMMARY
In the era of diversification of cargo freight facilities, application of advanced geo-modelling and
geo-design tools is an imperative. Particularly, in the case of the new construction or redevelopments of large port terminals, its infrastructure and facilities. The main objective of this
paper is to demonstrate the importance of bathymetric survey as one of the contemporary tools
utilised in the pre-construction phase of port terminals. Contemporary bathymetry provides
complex digital modelling and determines the depth, morphology and sedimentology of the river,
lake, dam or sea beds. When planning, designing and constructing port terminals, bathymetric
surveys are the primary prerequisite, before any physical intervention or material excavation. In
order to generate a precise digital model of the sea-bed morphology in its initial and final stage,
and calculate the quantity of the excavated material (in m³), our research team used geo-statistic
and deterministic interpolation models. Particular emphasis was placed on the Newton-Cotes
model affecting the output result (excavated material volume).
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INTRODUCTION

Sea ports are an indispensable part of the maritime natural and built environments. They are
developing very fast and accelerate transportation systems lithoralization processes and the
development and diversification of economic activities. The complexity of sea port terminals,
technological advancements, and steady traffic growth, require incremental improvements of
port capacities, in order to meet development trends [5, 9, 16]. The essential element for any
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port development is the optimal number and types of freight modes, with specific technical
and technological characteristics. This results in the importance of planning the technical
equipment of the port and its transhipment capacities [9].
The maritime trade is in constant global expansion. In order to meet increased demands from
technical, managerial and customer points of view, it needs constant adaptation. This entails
more attention to port specialization, the construction of new terminals, and strengthening of
intermodal traffic through the development of their transport network to service hinterlands
and remote areas [16].
The construction of new port terminals requires the implementation of a wide spectrum of
different spatial interventions and activities. Some of these activities are: geodetic and
bathymetric surveys, geophysical bedrock modelling, geotechnical sea-bed (sea-floor)
modelling, climatological studies, seismic reports, definition of risk types and models of
prevention, environmental impact assessment, wave disturbance predictions, determination of
spatial requirements, development of protection measures (breakwater and slope protection),
and many more [4, 22, 26].
Furthermore, special emphasis was placed on carrying out the process of digital modelling of
the sea-floor topography, which sought to determine the importance and influence of userdefined parameters on output results. User-defined parameters are the variables in the
process of digital relief model that are set by the user, and have an impact on the output result.
These parameters include: selecting data collection methodology, interpolation methods,
decision on spatial resolution and spatial analysis algorithms.
The main two goals of this study were: (1) to point out the importance of bathymetry, and (2)
to describe the overall process of digital modelling of sea-bed topography in the construction
of a new port terminal.
The basic objectives of the study spawned further to include:
(a) to determine the most appropriate interpolation methods for creating raster models;
(b) to determine the most appropriate spatial resolutions for the created models;
(c) to determine the total volume between the initial (zero) and final stages of excavation.

2.

METHODS

Various methods, techniques and procedures have been applied and integrated in order to
obtain better quality outcomes. Deterministic and geostatistical interpolation methods, the
methods of spatial (horizontal) resolution selection, digital relief analysis (volume calculation)
and different visualization techniques, were concurrently used.
The research process was carried out in three phases. The first phase included literature
review on sea port terminals, their construction processes and the importance of bathymetry
in these operations. This stage has given a new insight into the importance of selecting
appropriate user-defined parameters. This is particularly, so when designing digital models of
sea-floor depth, which are important for the sea charts creation and calculation of excavated
material volumes. At the end of this phase the sea-bed depth data in the initial (zero) and final
stage were generated.
In the second phase, the sea-bed depth data in the initial (zero) and final stage were
scrutinised by cross-validation method, which entailed the leave one technique and the eight
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statistical parameters. The most appropriate methods of interpolation were applied to
calculate the volumes of excavated material.
The third and final phase of the research included calculation of the volume of excavated
material using three Newton-Cotes formulae.
With regard to the numerous visuals presented in this research, the most suitable pixel size for
the display of digital sea-floor depth graphical models was selected. This was done in order to
achieve the highest possible accuracy of the under-water terrain model [36].

3.

STUDY AREA

3.1 LOCATION, LINKAGES AND SITE CHARACTERISTICS

The Port of Ploče is the newest amongst all of the 409 Croatian ports, and the second most
important national cargo port, located in the Dubrovnik-Neretva region [2, 23, 27] (Figure 1).
The port was constructed during WWII. Its rapid development started in the 1970s, and is still
ongoing (Figure 2). It stands as the main port for the southern part of the Adriatic coast. The
port has a favourable geographical and strategic location, occupying the natural bay, 3 km
northeast of the mouth of the Neretva river (Figure 1), protected from the south and
southwest, by Pelješac peninsula, which acts as a natural offshore barrier [8, 23].
Due to the proximity to the Neretva River Valley, the port has a natural access to the sea from
the continental parts of Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, as well as the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe [8]. Currently, the port has eight terminals and is
categorized as a universal port.
The total annual transhipment capacity of Ploče is estimated at 4.8 - 5 million tonnes of bulk
and general cargo [27], and the total storage capacity of liquid cargo of 600000.00 tonne.
Container traffic capacity stays at 60000.00 TEU (twenty foot equivalent unit) per year [23].
The sea-bed depth of the terminal is about 13.8 m [24].

Fig. 1 Geographical location of The Port of Ploče

With the revitalization of the Corridor Vc (Ploče - Sarajevo - Osijek - Budapest), the port is
identified as the "gate" to the branch of the Pan-European V Corridor [3, 28]. This gives a large
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gravitational area, inclusive of the north-eastern Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, part of
Serbia, Montenegro, Austria, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia and Romania [8],
and in fact represents the geographic link between the Baltic and the Adriatic Seas [23].
This strategic linkage is envisioned to be realised through the EU project “Integration of Trade
and Transport”. It will focus on the new construction and renewal of roads, local railway
improvements, development of energy infrastructure, and expansion of port facilities [27].
The port covers a total of 230 hectares of land, sub-divided into twelve development zones: (i)
bulk cargo - 9.35 ha; (ii) general and loose cargo - 11.42 ha; (iii) storage area for wood - 8.64
ha; (iv) liquid loads - 17.68 ha; (v) cooling facilities - 0.20 ha; (vi) special cargo - 20.00 ha; (vii)
maintenance and service - 2.24 ha; (viii) passenger terminal - 1.50 ha; (ix) administrative
building - 1.44 ha; (x) garages for equipment and vehicles - 2.96 ha; (xi) unused area - 7.29 ha;
and (xii) future expansion zone - 147.58 ha [25].
The bulk cargo terminal of the port of Ploče is occupied by the following areas: a) access to the
Vlaška channel and the entrance channel where excavation is required to achieve adequate
depth; b) Zone 1: surface of the planned terminal on the existing mainland area, and Channel
Vlaška c) Zone 2: Area intended for the construction of the dock, storage area along the dock
and new terminal expansion workspaces d) Zone 3: Ploče Harbor land area of 277,455 m²
provided for disposal of excavation material e) Zone 4: Sea port of Ploče is for disposal of
excavated material of 115.200 m² with a maximum depth of 4.80 to 5.90 meters [11].

Fig. 2 The port of Ploče on satellite images in 1986, 2003 and 2017 (Source: [10])
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4.

BATHYMETRY

4.1 DEFINITIONS

Bathymetric survey is the process of studying and measuring the configuration of the bed
(bottom) of the ocean, sea, lake, river and other forms of water bodies on earth [29], in order
to obtain accurate data that will serve as a template for the creation of nautical charts in order
to increase navigation safety [12].
As a scientific discipline, bathymetry belongs to remote sensing, because it determines the
features of a particular spatial object without direct contact [6]. In its simplest version
bathymetry assists in determining the depth of the sea-floor in relation to the sea level [6],
using remotely recorded underwater depth data with x, y (horizontal positions) and z
coordinates (depth).
Bathymetry information is important for the management and protection of coastal areas,
pollution control, resource exploitation, national data infrastructure and related tourism
activities that may include engineering works under water [19], quantitification of excavated
material, water volume calculation, mapping of Benthic habitats [15], and finally construction
and maintenance of ports, docks and terminals (Figure 3) [12].

Fig. 3 a) 3D model depth of entry into the port
b) Perspective view of the sediment along the coastal wall [32a]

4.2 BATHYMETRIC SURVEY METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

The required precision of the bathymetric measurement can be in centimetres, meters or
kilometres [6], depending on the scale and complexity of the project. For example, commercial
projects require the highest level of accuracy, followed by situational projects with a middle
level of accuracy and general knowledge projects with the lowest level of accuracy [34]. The
type of project, the purpose of the measurement, and the spatial scope of the research,
determine the type of technology (methods, techniques) to be used. The type of technology
directly affects the density of collected samples (depth data), spatial resolution of the 3-D
Benthic model of the study area and operational water depth (Figure 4).
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Fig. 4 Choice of technology vs. spatial resolution (Source: [6])

The accelerated technology developments over the last few decades have caused strong
conceptual changes in bathymetric surveys. This began in the middle of the 20th century, with
the appearance of the single and multibeam echo sounders, a laser system aimed at collecting
extremely high density data that allow representation of the underwater relief surface that is
almost true to reality and satellite altimetry [35]. Today, the technology directs air beams to
the earth's surface, and measures the strength and duration of the path of the emitted and
reflected signals [6]. Considering their performance at different water depths the practice
showed that depths up to 60 m have been measured with LIDAR systems, marine radar is
accurate down to 40–50 m water depth, passive color in the clear waters down to 30 m. Multibeam echo sounder EM 3002 D used in this research goes up to 200 m, while single-beam
Sonarmite BTX measures depths up to 75 m [6].
Hydrographic Institute of the Republic of Croatia (HHI) is responsible for carrying out the
hydrographic activity of interest to the Republic of Croatia. They are official producers of
nautical maps and harbor plans in the scale of 1: 8000 in Mercator projection. The plan for the
port of Ploče is under label 53 in the HHI product catalogue and the latest version is from 2017
[17].
If the depths are determined for example, by means of a depth sounder mounted on the ship
(direct measurement or conventional bathymetric measurement) [35], then the two types of
survey measurements (single and multiple), can be applied with all their advantages and
disadvantages briefly described here (Figure 5).

Fig. 5 The work principle of single-beam (left) and multi-beam (right) echo sounders [13]
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4.3 SINGLE-BEAM ECHO SOUNDERS

A single-beam echo sounder measures a single depth value in a unit of time and directly below
the ship by previously defined profiles (Figure 5 - left). Compared to a multibeam echo
sounder, its advantage in data collection is in lower equipment prices and easier processing of
the data collected. Their accuracy is currently in centimetres [18]. However, it lacks in time
longevity, which is a direct consequence of the survey area and the spacing between the profile
and the necessity of using the interpolation method. Also, a single-strip depth measurement is
not intended for recording broadband underwater floor, and the spatial resolution of data
collected depends on three factors: sensor characteristics, water depth, and a defined
recording plan [21]. For the purpose of this research, bathymetric measurements were
performed with Sonarmite BTX single-beam echo sounder.
4.4 MULTI-BEAM ECHO SOUNDER

Compared to a single-beam, the advantages of multi-beam are: to measure multiple depth
values at the same time, to cover larger surfaces and thus to produce an actual morphological
model of the sea bottom without using the interpolation method (Figure 5 - right) [20]. Given
the possibility of collecting more data in a shorter period, there are disadvantages such as the
high equipment cost and the more demanding data processing. This technology is becoming a
standard method of collecting bathymetric data to produce the highest quality navigational
charts which would ensure the highest safety of navigation [14]. Their application is different:
underwater construction [30], fish shoal monitoring [21], underwater archaeology, sanitation
of underwater landfills [37]. Multi-beam EM 3002 D echo sounder was used in data collection
process of the final stage.

5.

BATHYMETRIC OUTPUT RESULTS FOR VLAŠKA CHANNEL

5.1 CREATION OF MODELS OF INITIAL (ZERO) AND FINAL BATHIMETRIC SURVEY
STAGE

The data processing for bathymetric modelling of Vlaška channel was performed in five stages.
The first stage was to collect and process data for the purpose of calculating the excavated
volume. This stage also focused on data conversion from CAD dwg formats to creation of the
GIS data topology structures.
The second stage involved selection of the most appropriate geostatistical and deterministic
interpolation methods in relation to the most appropriate spatial resolution. In the third stage,
analysis and visualization of the derived digital depth models were performed. The fourth
stage, was linked to interpretation of useful information about the given variables. In the last
stage models showing calculated volume of excavated material were developed.
In summary the whole process included the following: CAD to GIS data conversion, topology
check, depth correction for final 3-D model stage, interpolation selection, pixel size calculation
and total excavation volume. The spatial extent of the study area included three zones: the
waterway, the docks and the Vlaška channel.
For each zone, the depths of the excavation were defined. For example, for the waterway area
zone, the required projected depth is -17.855 m. However, this is technically difficult to carry
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geostatistical methods of interpolation (ordinary kriging – OK, simple kriging – SK) were
compared. The output results of deterministic methods were influenced by four parameters:
(i) the distance exponent, (ii) the number of neighbours, (iii) the distance and (iv) type of
sector. If, for example, the inverse distance of the exponent is 0, then all neighbours have the
same weight coefficient for the point for which the value is estimated. By increasing the
distance exponent, the weight coefficient of distant points decreases.
For all deterministic methods, as a rule, the exponent of distance depends on the number of
neighbours and type of sector. In all deterministic methods of interpolation for the initial
(zero) stage data, the distance was 506.35 m, except for the local polynomial (18.79 m), while
for the final stage data it was 606.57 m (Table 1 and 2). A circular isotropic model is used, since
it is assumed that the surrounding measured points are equally influenced by the output
result.
Four different types of sectors can be used in the Geostatistical Analyst extension: the sector
without division, the sector divided into four parts, the sector divided into four parts under a
45° tilt and the sector divided into eight parts.
For example, according to the IDW method, at the distance exponent 2 and sector 1 (15
neighbouring points), the point for which the value is estimated is 19.501 m. For sector 4 (60
neighbours, 15 in each sector) the value is 19.847 m, for sector 4 (45°) (60 neighbours) the
value is 20.16 m and for sector 8 (120 neighbours, 15 in each sector) is 19.628 m. In accordance
with Tobler rule, it was not necessary to over-increase the number of neighbouring points.
In all geostatistical methods, an experimental semivariogram or covariance integrates into a
spherical model. An experimental semivariogram for the simple kriging method was based on
12262 bathymetric points. The data was analysed (compared) at a total distance of 2025.26 m,
or more precisely in 12 classes with a distance of 168.78 m, which proved to be the most
optimal solution. The deviation was 0 m. The range narrowed the threshold to 1350.27 m,
which means that the spherical model then ceases to grow and levels, after which there is no
spatial dependence of data.
In creating semivariograms, special attention was given to the theoretical model and the
distance at which the data are compared. This affects the range, threshold and deviation, and
thus directly the output of statistical indicators. Regarding the deterministic IM, the distance is
geostatistically divided by 12 lags, as the optimal number emanating for the software used.
By analysing the height data for the initial (zero) stage, all the interpolation methods have
shown satisfactory results and modelling suitablity, given the similarity of parameter values.
The main reason for this is a small absolute difference in depth values, low sea level
breakdown, and minimal portion of areas with sudden hikes. The standard deviation (SD)
(zero stage), with respect to automatically optimized parameters, ranged from 0.135 m to
0.245 m (Table 3).
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Table 3 Results of the cross-vvalidation method for zero sstage

Fig. 6 Distribution of samples a
and maximum
m errors (light blue) in the SKK model (zero state)
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t
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b
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Table
e 4 Results of the cross-valid
dation method
d for the final stage

Fig. 7 Distribution
n of samples (liight blue) and
d maximum errrors in the SK model (final sstage)

The standard deviation
n (final stage
e), with resp
pect to the auto-optimiz
a
zed parametters, ranged
from 0.140 m (OK and SK)
S to 0.197 m (SWT) meeters.
In general, geostatisticcal interpola
ation methoods have pro
oved to be a better chhoice, while
according to
o the analyseed paramete
ers of the detterministic interpolation
n methods, M
MQ and IDW
proved to b
be the best.
The minimu
um value (in
n meters) forr the final staage of the po
oints ranges from
f
-3.864 m (SWT) to
-3.528 m (M
MQ), and thee maximum values
v
from 1.924 m (OK
K) to 4.430 m (MQ) (Figgure 7). The
best method
d for all indiicators for 22
2492 points are simple (SK)
(
and ord
dinary kriginng (OK). The
standard deeviation for these methods is 0.1400 m. The wo
orst results or
o the largesst standard
deviation (0
0.197 m), waas achieved by
b the spline with tension
n method (SW
WT).
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Fig. 8 Two-d
dimensional reepresentationss of the Vlaška channel - inittial (zero) stage

When takin
ng into account the resu
ults of the crross-validatio
on method ffor the initia
al (zero) and
d
final stagess, OK and SK
K were used for volume calculation in order to aachieve the best results..
The MQ deeterministic interpolatioon method was
w used as the second bbest next to geostatisticc
interpolation methods,, for both thee initial (zero
o) and the fin
nal stage, beecause of its better
b
radiall
core functiion. The SWT
T method is discarded because
b
it ha
ad a good reesult for the initial stagee
only, and shown less acccurate resullts for the fin
nal stage.
5.3 CHOO
OSING A SPA
ATIAL RESO
OLUTION

Choosing a spatial reso
olution reprresents one of
o the challe
enges in the process of digital relieff
modelling. The aim is to
t find the m
most suitable spatial reso
olution, in orrder to generrate the bestt
underwateer relief model for the Vlaaška channel. In this process, three m
methods werre applied to
o
determine the pixel siize: McCullaggh's method
d, The Contrrol points m
method, and The Samplee
density meethod. Table
es 5 and 6 shows that there are significant
s
ddifferences between
b
thee
methods.
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Fig. 9 Two
o-dimensional representatio
ons of the Vlašška channel - final
f
stage

Table
e 5 Spatial ressolution selectiion methods for
f intial (zero)) stage
Metthod

Formula

A
n

n*

A* (m²)

RPS*

12.262

187.245,93

3,9

McCu
ullagh’s

P=

Inspectio
on Density

P = 0 ,0791*

A
n

12.262

187.245,93

0,3

Point patteern analysis
(ran
ndom)

P = 0 ,025 *

A
n

12.262

187.245,93

1,0

Point patteern analysis
(reg
gular)

P = 0,5 *

12.262

187.245,93

2,0

A
n

*n=number of points;
p
A=area;; RPS=recomm
mended pixel size

The valuess in the zerro-stage model span frrom 0,3 m (Inspection Density) upp to 3,9 m
(McCullagh's method) (Table
(
5), an
nd for the fin
nal stage, from 0,2 m (Insspection Dennsity) to 2,9
m (McCullaggh's method
d) (Table 6).
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Ta
able 6 Spatia
al resolution se
election metho
ods for final sttage
Meth
hod

Formula

A
n

n*

A* (m2)

RPS*

22.492

187.245,93

2,9

McCullagh’s

RPS =

Inspection
n Density

RPS = 0 ,0791*

A
n

22.492

187.245,93

0,2

Point pattern
p
analysis (random)
(

RPS = 0,025 *

A
n

22.492

187.245,93

0,7

Point pattern
p
analysis (regular)
(

RPS = 0,5 *

22.492

187.245,93

1,4

A
n

*n
n=number of p
points; A=area
a; RPS=recomm
mended pixel ssize

After analy
ysing the prresented stattistical and visual methods of validdation, it wa
as concluded
d
that the mo
ost appropriate techniqu
ue for calculaating and visualizing inittial (zero) an
nd final stagee
is the McCullagh's metthod. It show
ws good resu
ults, but in certain
c
area s it overly smooths
s
and
d
generalizess the relief forms.
f
At thee same time,, the Inspecttion Density method sho
ows greatestt
drawbackss which are observed
o
in the more lev
velled areas,, where the pproblem of the
t so called
d
"Prussian helmets"
h
occcurs.
5.4 CALCULATING VOLUMES
V
O F EXCAVAT
TED MATERIIALS FOR TH
HE INTIAL (ZERO)
F
STAG
GES
AND FINAL

A volume is
i expressed
d in cubic un
nits and can be defined as the encloosed space between
b
two
o
three-dimeensional surffaces. The tootal excavateed volume re
eferenced inn this paper is
i calculated
d
as the diffeerence betwe
een the initiaal sea bed flo
oor and the fiinal sea bed floor surface
e. Today, thee
methods off volume calcculation havve greatly imp
proved [1, 7]].
Output results of the
e volume d
depend on: data collection methoods; water body floorr
discrepanccy, density an
nd point lay out; spatial resolution (p
pixel size), aalgorithms used, and thee
selected in
nterpolation method. Thee goal of dettermining th
he differencee in volume between
b
thee
intial (zero
o) (volume 1) and the fin
nal stage (volume 2) is se
et as a key oobjective of the
t research..
The total volume
v
differrence was caalculated for an area of 18
87245.93 m²² (Figure 8) consisting
c
off
four zoness: (i) Under the dock (550824.04 m² – 27.14 %); (ii) Accesss bridge (122
297.15 m² –
6.57%); (iiii) Channel (1
105420.19 m
m² – 56.30%) and (iv) Slop
pe mitigationn (18704.55 m² – 9.99%))
(Figure 10)).

Fig. 10 Arreas within which the volum e of excavated
d material is determined
d
(2008 – under the
e dock; 209 –
access bridgge; 210 – chan
nnel; 211 – slop
pe mitigation)
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For each of them, the difference between the intial (zero) and the final stage was calculated.
The aim was to determine the total volume of excavated material for all four zones, based on
the following formula:
Va = (V2-V1) + V1 (pos.)
where:
Va = volume of excavated material in a given zone
V2 = final stage volume of a given zone (below sea level - negative volume)
V1 = volume of initial (zero) stage of a given zone (below sea level - negative volume)
V1 (pos.) = volume of intial (zero) stage of a given zone (above sea level - positive volume).
After calculating the volume of the excavated material for each specific zone, the obtained
output results were summed up to determine the total volume of 187245.93 m² of surface area
material.
Three Newton-Cotes formulae were used for calculation of the volumes integrated into the
Surfer (trial) programme and based on: (i) extended trapezoidal rule; (ii) extended Simpson’s
1/3 rule and (iii) the extended Simpson’s 3/8 rule [31]. The most important factor influencing
the output of the volume is spatial resolution. Specifically, the smaller it is, the more accurate
the calculation should be, because both the transition and the vertical skips between the pixels
will be smaller [36]. Through this procedure, an attempt was made to investigate the accuracy
and determine the variability of the output results. It is also evident how the choice of specific
interpolation method affects the value of output results, in this case the volume of excavated
material.
Tables 7 and 8 show output results of volumes (below and above sea level) for initial (zero)
and final stages based on selected deterministic (NN and MQ) (Table 7) and geostatistic (OK
and SK) (Table 8) interpolation methods. The final stage model does not generate volume
values above sea level because the generated altitudes in the model do not exceed 0 m (sea
level) (max. value of altitude datum is 0,75 m for March, 2019 – Mareographic Station Ploče),
meaning that all of the material (volume above the sea level) generated in the zero stage model
for the construction of the dock was removed.
In the area of the Ploče port basin, in the ten-year return period, the amplitude is
approximately 1.22 m, while the maximum amplitude of 1.42 m is possible over a period of one
hundred years [33]. Table 9 shows, according to the specific interpolation method, how much
material was excavated in each zone.
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Table 7 Volume (m³) for zero and final stage according to deterministic IMs

Zone 208
184682.71
184466.13
184549.44
184566.09

ZERO STATE
NN (Natural neighbour)
Volume (below sea level)
Zone 209
Zone 210
378.95
1255881.31
377.32
1255609.02
395.79
1255432.29
384.02
1255640.87

Zone 211
96044.38
96085.93
95993.81
96041.37

Zone 208
256.59
473.17
389.86
373.21

Volume
(above sea level)
Zone 209
Zone 210
17995.14
289.89
17996.77
562.16
17978.30
738.91
17990.07
530.32

Zone 211
127.06
85.81
177.63
130.17

Zone 208
803130.49
802935.89
802828.98
802965.12

FINAL STATE
NN (Natural neighbour)
Volume (below sea level)
Zone 209
Zone 210
141877.81 1829550.37
141478.57 1828980.95
141583.39 1829393.53
141646.59 1829308.28

Zone 211
140283.40
140225.80
140202.00
140237.06

Zone 208
184581.48
184364.30
184446.98
184464.25

ZERO STATE
MQ (Multiquadratic)
Volume (below sea level)
Zone 209
Zone 210
460.08
1255865.47
467.71
1255592.83
464.86
1255423.82
464.22
1255627.37

Zone 211
96235.71
96278.47
96187.02
96233.73

Newton-Cotes’ formulas
Trapezoid rule
Simpson’s rule
Simpson’s 3/8 rule
Arithmetic mean

Newton-Cotes’ formulas
Trapezoid rule
Simpson’s rule
Simpson’s 3/8 rule
Arithmetic mean

Newton-Cotes’ formula
Trapezoid rule
Simpson’s rule
Simpson’s 3/8 rule
Arithmetic mean

Newton-Cotes’ formulas
Trapezoid rule
Simpson’s rule
Simpson’s 3/8 rule
Arithmetic mean

Zone 208
271.90
489.08
406.40
389.13

Newton-Cotes’ formulas
Trapezoid rule
Simpson’s rule
Simpson’s 3/8 rule
Arithmetic mean

Zone 208
803130.09
802919.63
802817.93
802955.88

Zone 209
17805.73
17798.10
17791.95
17798.59

Zone 210
317.61
590.24
759.28
555.71

FINAL STATE
MQ (Multiquadratic)
Volume (below sea level)
Zone 209
Zone 210
141944.44 1829556.68
141545.04 1828982.77
141644.74 1829398.85
141711.41 1829312.77

1536987.35
1536538.40
1536371.33
1536632.36

TOTAL
18668.68
19117.91
19284.70
19023.76

TOTAL
2914842.11
2913621.17
2914007.87
2914157.05

TOTAL

Volume (above sea level)

Newton-Cotes’ formulas
Trapezoid rule
Simpson’s rule
Simpson’s 3/8 rule
Arithmetic mean

TOTAL

1537142.74
1536703.31
1536522.68
1536789.58

TOTAL
Zone 211
370.85
328.09
419.53
372.82

18766.09
19205.51
19377.16
19377.16

TOTAL
Zone 211
140310.20
140271.00
140223.40
140268.21

2914941.44
2913718.41
2914084.96
2914248.27

According to the obtained results, most of the material is excavated in the two largest zones
(208 - Below the dock and 210 - Channel), which make up 83.44% of the total area of the entire
research area.
In zone 208, the largest volume was generated by the MQ method and the lowest by the NN
method. In zone 209 (access bridge), according to the arithmetic mean of all four methods of
interpolation, 159231.64 m³ of material was excavated. The largest volume was generated by
the SK method and the lowest by the MQ method. The range is 313.31 m³. In zone 210
(channel), according to the arithmetic mean of all four methods of interpolation, 574241.76 m³
of material was excavated. The largest volume was generated by the OK method and the lowest
by the NN method. The range is 9.34 m³. In zone 211 (softening of the curve), according to the
arithmetic mean of all four methods of interpolation, 44578.61 m³ of material was excavated.
The largest volume was generated by the OK method and the lowest by the NN method. The
range is 768.03 m³.
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Table 8 Volume
V
(m³) fo
or zero and fin
nal stage accorrding to geosta
atistical IM
ZERO STATE
S
SK (Simple kriging)
Newton--Cotes’ formulas
me (below sea level))
Volum
Zone 208 Zone 209
Zone 210
Tra
apezoid rule
184578.69
395.30
1255912.64
Sim
mpson’s rule
184360.25
398.27
1255642.35
Simp
pson’s 3/8 rule
184447.26
410.49
1255466.90
Arithmetic mean
184462.07
401.35
1255673.96
Volum
me (above sea level))

Newton--Cotes’ formulas
Tra
apezoid rule
Sim
mpson’s rule
Simpsson’s 3/8 rule
Arithmetic mean

TO
OTAL
Zone 211
95786.97
95827.23
95738.95
95784.38

Zone 208
265.07
483.51
396.50
381.69

Zone 209
18115.01
18112.04
18099.82
18108.96

Zone 210
280.29
550.58
726.03
518.97

TO
OTAL
Zone 211
232.47
192.21
280.49
235.06

FINAL STATE
SK (N
Natural neighbour)
Volum
me (below sea level))
Newton--Cotes’ formulas
Zone 208 Zone 209
Zone 210
Tra
apezoid rule
803089.91 14188
82.12 1829656.19
Sim
mpson’s rule
802888.47 14148
83.17 1829092.10
Simp
pson’s 3/8 rule
802786.02 14158
89.17 1829500.15
Arithmetic mean
802921.47 14165
51.49 1829416.15

Zone 211
140080.73
140027.58
140000.89
140036.40

ZERO STATE
S
OK (O
Ordinary kriging)
Newton--Cotes’ formulas
Volum
me (below sea level))
Zone 210
Zone 208 Zone 209
Tra
apezoid rule
1255843.37
184598.70
390.10
Sim
mpson’s rule
1255574.30
184381.04
398.76
Simp
pson’s 3/8 rule
1255397.56
184467.38
407.11
Arithmetic mean
1255605.08
184482.37
398.66

Zone 211
95297.80
95349.35
95244.37
95297.17

apezoid rule
Tra
Sim
mpson’s rule
Simp
pson’s 3/8 rule
Arithmetic mean

Zone 208
256.40
474.06
387.72
322.06

Zone 209
18005.63
17996.97
17988.62
17997.07

Zone 210
284.42
553.48
730.22
522.71

FINAL STATE
OK (O
Ordinary kriging)
Newton--Cotes’ formulas
Volum
me (below sea level))
Zone 210
Zone 208 Zone 209
Tra
apezoid rule
803129.19 14190
01.30 1829589.48
Sim
mpson’s rule
802929.58 14150
02.30 1829025.25
Simp
pson’s 3/8 rule
802825.58 14160
08.30 1829433.58
Arithmetic mean
802961.45 14167
70.63 1829349.44

18892.84
338.34
193
19502.84
244.67
192

TO
OTAL
4708.95
2914
3491.32
2913
3876.23
2913
4025.50
2914

TO
OTAL

Volum
me (above sea level))

Newton--Cotes’ formulas

1536673.60
1536228.10
1536063.60
1536321.77

1536129.97
1535703.45
1535516.42
1535783.28

TO
OTAL
Zone 211
209.92
158.38
263.46
210.59

18756.37
18708.83
19370.02
19052.43

TO
OTAL
Zone 211
140224.62
140172.26
140144.51
140180.46

2914
4844.59
3629.39
2913
4011.97
2914
4161.98
2914

Table 9 Volu
ume (m³) of exxcavated mate
erial per zone

By calculatiing the volu
ume of excav
vated materiial by zones (arithmetic mean valuee), the total
volume of m
material thatt is excavated
d in the entirre exploratio
on area of 18
87245.93 m2 is obtained.
The total vo
olume (mean
n value of alll IMs) of exccavated matterial is 1396
6875.82 m³ ((Table 9). It
should be n
noted that the total calculation does n
not include the
t amount of
o material eexcavated in
the “leg” areea.
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Fig. 11 Peerspective view
w a) zero and b)
b final stage

Ta
able 10 Dredg
ged volume (m
m³) of materiall for the entire area accordinng to the IMs used
u

Table 10 shows the to
otal volume oof dredged material
m
(no
o foot) for alll IMs used. The highestt
result was achieved by the OK m ethod (1397
7431.13 m³) and the low
west by the NN method
d
(1396548.4
45 m³). The range is 8882.68 m³. Itt is noticeab
ble that geoostatistical in
nterpolation
n
methods, which
w
according to the cross-validaation method are recognnized as mo
ore accuratee
(smaller sttandard dev
viations). ge nerate someewhat highe
er volume vvalues. If the
e arithmeticc
mean was calculated only for OK
K and SK. th
he total volu
ume of dreddged materia
al would bee
1397189.94
4 m3.
Following the results for accuracyy assessmen
nt of IMs (T
Tables 3 andd 4) we suggest to takee
geostatisticcal based (S
SK and OK) vvolume calcculations as relevant forr further app
plications in
n
constructio
on.

6.

CONC
CLUSION

This paperr presented the importtance of batthymetric su
urvey usingg the case study
s
of thee
constructio
on of the new
w bulk cargoo port termin
nal at the Vla
aška channel in the Croattian Sea Portt
of Ploče. Baased on the data
d
of the d
depths of inittial (zero) (12262 pointss) and final stage (22492
2
points), thee digital dep
pth models foor the defineed zones (20
08, 209, 210 and 211) were
w
derived..
The volum
mes of initial (zero) and ffinal stages were
w
calcula
ated based oon the modells generated
d
from four selected inte
erpolation m
methods (2 geostatistica
g
l - OK and SSK and 2 detterministic NN and MQ
Q). In this wa
ay, it was atttempted to determine
d
th
he accuracy aand the varia
ability of thee
output ressults, i.e. how
w the choicee of a certaain interpola
ation methodd influencess the outputt
results (vo
olume of the excavated m
material). Geostatistical interpolationn method showed betterr
performance when con
nsidering staandard deviaation, as one
e of the mosst frequent indicators off
model accu
uracy. It is pa
articularly reelated to SK and
a OK.
The volum
me within each zone is rrepresented by all three
e Newton-Cootes formula
ae, however,,
since each of the formu
ulae shows a certain erro
or in the volu
ume estimatiion, the arith
hmetic mean
n
for the three formulae was calculaated and useed as the fina
al indicator. The total vo
olume of thee
excavated material, wh
hich was cal culated as th
he difference
e between thhe initial (ze
ero) and thee
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final stage, is 1397189.94 m³. It is a mean value of OK and SK based models, since they were
marked as the most relevant (lowest SD).
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